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turing process. Composites: Part B (2009), doi:1This paper investigates complex composite cellular structures featuring a chiral topology with the ability
to undergo large overall displacements with limited straining of its components. Numerical analyses are
performed to exploit such properties in the design of a morphing airfoil. The advantages associated with
the use of composites are investigated by comparing the numerical results with those obtained with a
metallic structure. A manufacturing process is then developed to assemble the considered structural con-
ﬁgurations using composite materials. The novel process developed is described as applied to the man-
ufacturing of macro chiral components that are tested to evaluate their ability to undergo large
deformations. Finally, detailed numerical models of the manufactured structures are presented as a pos-
sible approach to evaluate the strength of the proposed conﬁguration.
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In the aerospace ﬁeld, research is currently being conducted to
study aircraft structures with morphing capabilities [1]. Morphing
structures can expand the ﬂight envelope of a vehicle, eliminate
ﬂap-type mechanisms, reduce aerodynamic drag and help control
vibrations. A typical objective of a morphing concept is to provide
airfoils with continuous deformations to obtain a potentially supe-
rior alternative to conventional control surfaces [1,2]. In this sense,
a variety of solutions have been proposed to provide aircraft wings
and helicopter rotor blades with adaptive capabilities [2,3]. Com-
posite materials can play a fundamental role in the development
of such innovative structures, thanks to the wide range of mechan-
ical properties that can be obtained by exploiting material ortho-
tropy and different types of reinforcement. Additionally, new
manufacturing processes are expected to improve the effectiveness
of innovative structural concepts by possibly embedding micro
actuators and sensors for the development of smart morphing
structures [4].
This paper investigates themorphing properties of a novel chiral
composite structural network that can be manufactured by assem-
bling thin carbon/epoxy or glass/epoxy composite laminates. Chiralll rights reserved.
di Ingegneria Aerospaziale,
Milano, Italy. Tel.: +39
roldi).
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0.1016/j.compositesb.2009.10.topologies present a deformation mechanism that inherently op-
poses unit-cell shape variation [5,6]. This results in a unique
mechanical behavior whereby an imposed local displacement gen-
erates a diffused strain distribution throughout the structural net-
work. Previous work has shown how a chiral honeycomb can be
hosted within an airfoil proﬁle to allow signiﬁcant de-cambering
deformations, which are obtained with the constitutive material
remaining in the elastic range [7–9]. Such capabilities are numeri-
cally demonstrated in [9], and have been conﬁrmed through a set
of experimentsperformedonanairfoil prototypemadeof aluminum
alloy [8]. A chiral wingboxwith a polyamide chiral honeycomb core
hasbeenproducedandbenchmarked in [10] anddynamicproperties
of chiral truss-core assemblies have also been investigated [11]. The
material selection for theanalyses reported in [8,9]wasnotexpected
to provide optimal performance, but rather, it was driven by manu-
facturing constraints. The studies in [8,9] however show the poten-
tial beneﬁts offered by chiral-core airfoils, andmotivate the need for
an effectivemanufacturing process that allows the use of composite
materials. The design ﬂexibility and the higher elastic limits of most
composite materials have in fact the potential to signiﬁcantly en-
hance the de-cambering capabilities of the airfoil, while providing
practical relevance to the concept.
Numerical investigations performed as part of this study assess
the response of an airfoil hosting a composite chiral structure. In
addition, novel manufacturing techniques are developed to experi-
mentally validate bothmechanics and kinematics of the considered
cellular conﬁguration. The produced components are subjected toor morphing airfoils: Numerical analyses and development of a manufac-
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deformations as well as displacements and loads leading to failure,
thus highlighting critical locations within the manufactured chiral
topology. Finally, detailed explicit Finite Element (FE) analyses are
employed to predict the response and failure mechanisms of the
manufactured assemblies.
The paper is organized in six sections including this introduc-
tion. Section 2 reports the preliminary numerical evaluations to
investigate the morphing properties of a composite chiral airfoil.
Sections 3 and 4 describe the manufacturing process and the
mechanical tests of composite chiral structural components,
respectively. Section 5 presents the numerical approach to model
the response and failure of this type of structures by using detailed
non-linear ﬁnite element models of the manufactured compo-
nents. Concluding remarks are ﬁnally presented in Section 6.2. Morphing properties of a composite chiral airfoil
This section presents numerical investigations on the morphing
properties of a bi-dimensional airfoil, representing a possible
embodiment of the chiral structural concept. On the basis of the re-
sults presented in [8,9], a FE model of the airfoil hosting a chiral
core is developed. The application that is considered in the model
exploits the deformability of the core to change the camber of the
airfoil [7–9]. A reduction of the camber (de-cambering effect) and a
consequent modiﬁcation of the airfoil performances is obtained if
the aerodynamic load on the airfoil is increased. The computations
that are presented are based on ﬁnite deformations and consider a
concentrated load at the trailing edge of the airfoil, to reproduce
the experimental setup discussed in [8]. Displacement levels corre-
sponding to the onset of inelastic phenomena at one location with-
in the structure are considered as measures of the morphing
capabilities of the modeled conﬁgurations. De-cambering deﬂec-
tions obtained with a chiral core made of carbon/epoxy laminates
are compared with those achieved with a metallic structure.
2.1. The chiral geometry
The chiral networks are obtained through the assembly of circu-
lar elements (nodes), connected by ribs (ligaments) tangent to the
nodes. The parameters deﬁning the chiral geometry are R, L, b, tb,
and tc, which in turn denote the distance between the node centers,
the rib length, the angle between the imaginary line connecting the
circles and a rib and the node and ligament wall thickness (Fig. 1).Fig. 1. Chiral topology.
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and sin b = 1/2 [6]. The chiral geometry is signiﬁcantly altered by
changes in L/R (L/R = cos b) here denoted as the ‘‘topology param-
eter”, which in turn strongly affects the mechanical behavior of
the proposed truss-core airfoils [8,9].
2.2. Airfoil conﬁgurations
An Eppler 420 proﬁle hosts a truss-type structure according to
the conﬁguration shown in Fig. 2. The choice of the airfoil, which
was made in previous investigations [8,9], is driven by its aerody-
namic shape with ensures theoretically high-lift at low free-stream
velocity and a tendency to achieve a structurally-stable low cam-
ber, low-induced drag conﬁguration as the free-stream velocity
increases.
The core layout is obtained through a linear mapping of an ini-
tially periodic chiral lattice into the airfoil as described in [8,9]. In
its periodic conﬁguration, i.e. before its mapping into the airfoil,
the lattice features a nominal topology parameter L/R  0.60. For
simplicity, the leading and the trailing edges are considered made
of light alloy Al 6061-T051 with an out-of-plane thickness of
19 mm (Fig. 2), and are correspondingly very stiff in comparison to
the core. The airfoil has a chord c = 0.7 m, which replicates the
dimensions previously used for the experimental analysis presented
in [9] and whose choice was dictated bymanufacturing constraints.
Two materials are used for the analysis: namely an aluminum
alloy T6061-T051 and laminated carbon/epoxy fabric plies. The
properties for each of the investigated materials are reported in Ta-
ble 1. The core density of the proposed assemblies certainly affects
their de-cambering compliance, which is found to be inversely pro-
portional to the core relative density [8,9]. As a result, three dis-
tinct conﬁgurations characterized by 2, 3, and 4 cells across the
airfoil thickness are analyzed (Fig. 3). All considered conﬁgurations
feature a node wall thickness tc = 1.4 mm and a ligament wall
thickness tb = 0.8 mm.
2.3. Finite element model
Finite element models of the considered airfoils are developed
using the commercially available software ANSYS, and include
both beam and plane elements to discretize the core and the lead-
ing edge respectively. For simplicity, the airfoil is considered com-
pletely clamped at the leading edge, which therefore is not
modeled for the de-cambering analysis presented below. Speciﬁ-Fig. 2. Chiral core airfoil.
Table 1
Elastic constants of considered materials.
Carbon-ﬁber Aluminum
CC90/ET443 SEAL Al 6061-T051
Exx 56.6 GPa 68.9 GPa
Eyy 56.6 GPa 68.9 GPa
myx 0.0514 0.333
Gxy 4.043 GPa 27.6 GPa
e11max 0.009 0.004
or morphing airfoils: Numerical analyses and development of a manufac-
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Fig. 3. Examples of considered conﬁgurations with 2 cells (a) and 3 cells (b) across
the airfoil thickness.
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used for the core and outer-proﬁle, while plane elements are as-
signed to the solid-like trailing-edge section [8,12]. In order to al-
low de-cambering deformations, the upper and lower portions of
the airfoil proﬁle are modeled as a soft material with stiffness
100 times lower than that of the core.
The developed model predicts the de-cambering characteristics
of the airfoil corresponding to an imposed concentrated load at the
trailing edge as shown in Fig. 2. While such conditions do not
reproduce a typical aerodynamic load, they are consistent with
the experiments carried out in [8,9], for which the same numerical
models employed here showed excellent predictive capabilities.
The large de-cambering deformations are estimated by considering
a linear material, through a non-linear analysis which includes
geometric stiffening and employs ﬁnite-strain elements. Equilib-
rium is computed via the implicit Newton–Raphson method. Such
procedure allows the monitoring of the evolution of strain in the
chiral network as well as the identiﬁcation of the displacement lev-
els corresponding to the limits of the elastic behavior for the con-
sidered materials. The constituent materials are considered
linearly elastic, with the onset of the plastic deformation being
identiﬁed by the onset of the yield stress for the aluminum alloy.
A maximum strain criterion is instead chosen for the composites,
with the maximum strain set to e11max = 0.009 in the ﬁber-rein-
forcement direction of the carbon/epoxy plies, for both tension
and compression. Such limit is lower than the tensile strain at fail-
ure in the ﬁber direction reported for most of the carbon/epoxy
materials adopted in advanced structural design [13]. It can be
considered as adequate for the objective of the computations and
is consistent with the choice to adopt the yield strain for the light
alloy without introducing any safety margin.Fig. 4. Trailing-edge displacement vs. applied load for: (a) 2-cell conﬁguration, (b)
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The inﬂuence of core material as well as core density on airfoil
de-cambering compliance is depicted in Fig. 4, which presents the
trailing-edge displacement resulting from the applied concen-
trated load up to the onset of limit strain conditions anywhere in
the assemblies. The low core density associated with 2-cell conﬁg-
urations yields the highest compliance while 4-cell conﬁgurations
yield the highest stiffness, for all considered materials. These re-
sults are consistent with the ﬁndings in [8,9] which illustrate
how larger nodes tend to induce larger bending of the ligaments,
which is the leading deformation mechanism for the considered
assembly.
The maximum loads of the curves reported in Fig. 4 correspond
to the onset of inelastic mechanisms anywhere in the structure.
Hence, the curves allow identifying the maximum trailing-edge
displacements that can be reached without exceeding the imposed
strain limits in the modeled structures. Such displacement is indi-
cated for each curve reported in Fig. 4 in terms of chord percentage.
Figs. 5 and 6 show the axial stress distribution at the limit of the
elastic regime of the material for the light alloy airfoils and the
composite airfoils, respectively. The results are presented as con-
tours along the axes of the beams, which have been thickened in
the ﬁgures to better visualize the stress maps. Overall, the results
describe the morphing capabilities of the chiral structural concept.
The use of carbon composite as core material allows a trailing-edge
displacement which is generally twice as large as that obtained
with aluminum alloy at the onset of plasticity. Such results is di-
rectly related to the higher allowable strains considered for the
composite material and it could be observed that composites with
even higher strain at failure, such as unidirectional carbon tapes or
glass ﬁber reinforced composite, could be adopted.
While the dependency of trailing-edge displacement upon core
density and material can be considered as intuitive, it can be ob-
served that the associated distribution of stress at the limit of elas-
tic range can be inﬂuenced by the choice of the constituent
material. In particular, the highest stresses for the 2-cell aluminum
conﬁguration (Fig. 5a) appear conﬁned at the lower portion of the
core, while the same conﬁguration made of carbon-ﬁber features
highest axial stresses in the ligaments near the upper portion of
the proﬁle and in those closest to the leading edge. Actually the
two stress distributions are not referred to the same geometrical
conﬁguration. Infact, computation fully takes into account geomet-
rical non-linearities and the displacement at the elastic limit for
the composite core is much higher than the one for the light alloy
airfoil, as reported in Fig. 4. Finally, it should be noted that, as in
[8], the core nodes exhibit much lower stress than the ligaments.3 cells, and (c) 4 cells. Aluminum alloy blue line and carbon ﬁber green line.
or morphing airfoils: Numerical analyses and development of a manufac-
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Fig. 5. Axial stress distribution (100 MPa) at the limit of the elastic regime of the
material for aluminum alloy airfoil: (a) 2-cell conﬁguration, (b) 3 cells, and (c) 4
cells.
Fig. 6. Axial stress distribution (100 MPa) at the limit of the elastic regime of the
material for carbon ﬁber airfoil: (a) 2-cell conﬁguration, (b) 3 cells, and (c) 4 cells.
Fig. 7. Chiral composite element.
Fig. 8. Mould for the production of ligaments.
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The previous results conﬁrm the potential morphing capability
of an airfoil structure hosting a composite chiral core and motivate
the development of a technological process to produce such types
of unconventional structures. The set up of a feasible manufactur-
ing process is focused on the production of the chiral component
shown in Fig. 7. Such element cannot fully represent the response
of a chiral cell in a multi-cell structure, because the six external
nodes, which are linked only to three ligaments, will not behave
as in a regular chiral topology. However, the considered structuralPlease cite this article in press as: Bettini P et al. Composite chiral structures f
turing process. Composites: Part B (2009), doi:10.1016/j.compositesb.2009.10.component will represent a useful benchmark to set up a possible
manufacturing process for composite chiral structures and to
experimentally investigate some basic aspects of their mechanical
response. The element is characterized by the following parame-
ters r = 18.0 mm, R = 83.3 mm, L = 75 mm, by an overall in-plane
dimension of 170 mm and an out-of-plane depth of 25 mm. Such
relatively large dimensions have been chosen to avoid excessive
complications due to material handling and ply drapability during
the set up phase of the process.
The developed process consists of a ﬁrst step for the production
of thin curved laminates according to a classical vacuum bag tech-
nology and of a subsequent phase to assemble and bond the lam-
inates to obtain the chiral topology.
Ligaments have been manufactured using CC90/ET443 SEAL
plain weave carbon fabric plies, with a cure ply thickness of
0.100 mm. A [0]5 lay-up sequence has been selected. The material
properties have been already presented in Table 1 as far as stiffness
parameters are concerned, while the reported maximum allowable
strain should be considered a reasonably conservative estimate for
the strength along the ﬁber-reinforcement direction. Fig. 8 shows
the mould used in the ﬁrst step of the process and the curved lam-
inate cured for the production of the 25 mmwide ligaments subse-
quently cut from such laminate.
The previously described numerical analyses of the airfoils
conﬁrmed that nodes are only slightly deformed and tend to rigidlyor morphing airfoils: Numerical analyses and development of a manufac-
005
Fig. 10. Production of silicon rubber blocks (a) and application of the pressure during bonding (b).
Fig. 9. Mould for component assembly (a), positioning of ligaments (b) and assembled component (c).
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the structural point of view. Such considerations lead to investigate
a manufacturing solution simply consisting of an assembly of liga-
ments, without separately producing the nodes that are obtained
by superimposing the curved ends of the ligaments.
Accordingly, the second step of the process includes the assem-
bling of the chiral element and a second curing cycle to bond the
ligaments by means of a structural adhesive ﬁlm. An epoxy adhe-
sive AFK-163-2K has been employed. For this step an hexagonal
mould featuring a series of metallic cylinders has been designed
(Fig. 9a). The curved end of the ligaments is wrapped around the
metallic cylinders of the mould (see Fig. 9b), which are equipped
with a series of slot in which ﬂanges on the ligaments are inserted
for accurate positioning.
The strength of the obtained chiral structure strongly depends
on the quality of the adhesion between its parts. The application
of a proper pressure between the ligaments, assembled in the com-
posite chiral component as shown in Fig. 9c, is a critical aspect of
the manufacturing process. This has been addressed by carrying
out the adhesive curing in autoclave, by applying a vacuum bag
technique, and by exploiting the elastomeric tooling technique
[14] by means of silicon rubber blocks which have been introduced
between the ligaments. Such blocks have been casted by pouring
and allowing curing by condensation of a liquid silicon rubber
compound into the mould, as presented in Fig. 10a. The mould is
prepared for the ﬁnal curing process by cutting strips of structural
adhesive ﬁlm and by laying them on the curved ends of the liga-
ments. The ligaments are then assembled on the metallic cylinders
and the solid silicon rubber blocks are positioned in the inter-liga-
ment voids. The assembly is subsequently introduced in a vacuum
bag and prepared for the curing cycle in autoclave.
The pressure application mechanism is shown in Fig. 10b. The
high castability of the adopted silicon rubber, a RECKLITM SI com-
pound 20 having a Shore A hardness of 20, allowed an accurate
reproduction of the shape of the voids between the ligaments in
the assembly. The idealization presented in Fig. 10b assumes a
pressure pcure acting on the ﬁlling material constrained in the 2, 3
plane by the ligaments that are considered rigid. By assuming iso-
tropic thermo-elastic material behavior and by considering
r11 = pcure and e22 = e33 = 0, the pressure pbond exerted in 2, 3
directions can be approximately evaluated as:
pbond ¼ r33 ¼ r22 ¼
Er
1 v r arDT þ
v r
1 v r pcure ð1Þ
where Er, vr are the elastic parameters of the rubber, ar its coefﬁ-
cient of thermal expansion (CTE) and DT the difference between
curing and ambient temperature. Tensile tests and Thermo-
Mechanical Analysis (TMA) performed on the silicon rubber provide
estimates for the elastic modulus Er = 0.449 MPa and a coefﬁcient of
thermal expansion ar = 4.72e04 1/K. The values of Er and ar, which
are functions of the rubber chemical composition, are consistent
with the data reported in [14,15] for soft silicon rubbers. The high
Poisson coefﬁcient of silicon rubber allows maximizing the pressure
exerted on the ligaments and the considerably high CTE coefﬁcient
gives a further contribution. Assuming a Poisson coefﬁcient vr = 0.49
and a pressure pcure = 3 bar, the pressure pbond turns out to be
3.24 bar, with a contribution of 0.35 bar due to the thermal expan-
sion of the rubber.
The developed technique allows the production of composite
chiral elements of good manufacturing quality, as estimated
through simple visual inspections, also considering that the nodes
of the components previously manufactured without the insertion
of silicon blocks exhibited voids and even complete debonding
between the superimposed ligaments. Although this initial
attempt has considered a chiral geometry of relatively large
dimensions, it is fully expected that this approach lends itself toPlease cite this article in press as: Bettini P et al. Composite chiral structures f
turing process. Composites: Part B (2009), doi:10.1016/j.compositesb.2009.10.the manufacturing of chiral topologies with smaller cells. Never-
theless, the drapability of the pre-preg material as well as the need
to assembly very small composite parts are issues that would need
to be carefully addressed and which may complicate the applica-
tion of the manufacturing process to smaller cell sizes.4. Mechanical tests of manufactured components
This section describes the set of mechanical tests performed to
estimate the mechanical behavior of the manufacturing process.
Three components have been produced by applying the previously
described process. The strength and the compliance of such chiral
composite elements have been assessed by means of tests consist-
ing of tensile and compressive cycles performed at very low veloc-
ity. The experimental activities had the objective of measuring the
capability of the manufactured components to undergo large dis-
placement without experiencing permanent deformations, degra-
dation or failures. In addition, non-linear geometrical effects in
the response of chiral composite structures, the possible failure
modes and weak points of the structural assembly are also inves-
tigated. Relevant data for the set up and the validation of numerical
approaches have also been collected.4.1. Test set-up
To accomplish such objectives, a simple test lay-out has been
considered, whereby two opposite cylinders of the composite
chiral components have been respectively connected to the move-
able and the ﬁxed cross head of an MTS 858 Test System (Fig. 11).
The connecting pins have been inserted in rings having the outer
diameter matching the inner diameter of the cylinders and are al-
lowed to freely rotate about their axis. Each one of the three com-
ponents has been subjected to a different loading–unloading cycle,
according to the displacement time histories reported in Fig. 12. A
cross head speed of 2 mm/min has been considered for all the tests.
The imposed displacement histories allowed the detection of pos-
sible stiffness degradations or permanent deformations occurring
after the ﬁrst loading–unloading cycle. Tests have been continued
until failure of the component, with tensile or compressive failuresor morphing airfoils: Numerical analyses and development of a manufac-
005
Fig. 12. Loading–unloading cycles performed during the tests.
Fig. 13. Experimental force vs. displacement responses of the chiral composite
element.
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the actual weak points of the assembled structure. The compo-
nents produced in the ﬁrst manufacturing attempts were deformed
and it was estimated that the two ligaments aligned closest to the
vertical direction and the almost horizontal ligaments close to the
constrained nodes would be the most critically deﬂected during
the tests. Hence, in the tests on the ﬁrst two components, six strainFig. 14. TEST #1: initial geometry (a), deformation at maximum compressive displac
Please cite this article in press as: Bettini P et al. Composite chiral structures f
turing process. Composites: Part B (2009), doi:10.1016/j.compositesb.2009.10.gauges have been installed according to the scheme reported in
Fig. 11. Although more gauges have been installed on the third
component, the most interesting data were generally acquired by
the gauges in the positions shown in Fig. 11.ement (b), deformation during the tensile phase (c), deformation at failure (d).
or morphing airfoils: Numerical analyses and development of a manufac-
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Fig. 16. TEST #1: strain vs. displacement response.
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Fig. 13 reports the force vs. displacement responses measured
during the three performed tests. All the curves show a non-linear
behavior and a tendency to soften in compression and to stiffen in
tension. Due to the imposed displacement histories, several load-
ing–unloading responses are superimposed in the range 15 mm
 10 mm. As far as tensile response is concerned, the behavior re-
corded in TEST #1 and TEST #3 has been obtained after having car-
ried out respectively one and two loading–unloading compressive
cycles (see Fig. 12). In such preliminary compressive cycles the im-
posed compressive displacement of 15 mm corresponds to about
9% of the cell dimension. The comparison of the tensile response
obtained in TEST #1 and TEST #3, after the compressive cycles,
with the tensile cycle of TEST #2, performed on the cell before
any other loading–unloading cycle, shows that the compressive cy-
cles have not induced signiﬁcant degradation of the component
stiffness. Similarly, the tensile loading–unloading cycle, performed
on the item used in TEST #2, has not induced signiﬁcant differ-
ences in the subsequent compressive response with respect to
TEST #1 and TEST #3. The preliminary tensile cycle carried out be-
fore the compressive loading in TEST #2 has been performed
imposing a tensile displacements of 10 mm, which corresponds
to about 6% of the component dimensions. Although identical force
vs. displacement paths have been followed in the loading and
unloading phases of the quasi-static cycles that have been per-
formed, the occurrence of hysteretic effects cannot be excluded
at high load application rates.
Fig. 14 presents a sequence taken from TEST #3. The compliance
of the structure is well shown by the ﬁgures that have been taken
by a ﬁxed camera. The position of the centers of each node in the
undeformed conﬁguration has been marked by white symbols
which have been superimposed to the deformed conﬁgurations
in Figs. 14b–d. A qualitative tendency to transversely contract dur-
ing the compression and expand during the tension can be ob-
served, which is in accordance with the theoretical negative
Poisson ratio expected for chiral honeycombs [5,6].
In TEST #1 ﬁnal failure occurred in tension for debonding of the
ligaments at the upper cylinder in correspondence of a displace-
ment of 20 mm, about 12% of the cell dimension. Fig. 15a shows
the detail of the failure that occurred with a sudden drop of load
carrying capacity, although an initial deviation from the previous
regular course can be detected in Fig. 13 at a displacement of
18 mm. The tensile failure obtained in TEST #3 is reported in
Fig. 15b. The force vs. displacement curve referred to TEST #3
shows a deviation from the regular course at about 18 mm, as in
TEST #1 (see Fig. 13). As in the previously described test, suchFig. 15. Tensile failures: TEST
Please cite this article in press as: Bettini P et al. Composite chiral structures f
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ligaments close to the upper and lower constrained cylinders.
However, a different post-failure response has been recorded in
TEST #3, characterized by a phase of progressive debonding of
the superimposed part of the ligaments. The corresponding force
vs. displacement response shows that the load carrying capacity
of the composite component remained close to the maximum load
level until a displacement of 30 mm, before a ﬁnal load drop
(Fig. 13). Despite such differences in the post-failure response, it
can be observed that the maximum load levels carried by the items
in TEST #1 and TEST #3 are similar.
Fig. 16 shows the variation of the strain as recorded by the
gauges in TEST #1. Only the signals acquired by the gauges SG2,
SG4 and SG6, located in the lower part of the component (see
Fig. 11), are reported. The variation of the SG1, SG3 and SG5 sig-
nals, acquired at the same location in the upper part of the cell
show very similar trends are here omitted for sake of brevity. Dur-
ing the tensile phase of the test, the highest levels of strain have
been recorded by the gauges SG2 and SG6, and identically by
SG1 and SG5. Such gauges have been located on the compressed
side of the ligaments close to the constrained cylinders. Fig. 14c
and d conﬁrm that such ligaments can experience severe bending
at the strain gauges locations during the tensile phase of the tests.
It is worth noting that the maximum absolute values of the
obtained strain levels, reported in Fig. 16, matches the maximum
admissible strain considered in Table 1 for the carbon fabric#1 (a) and TEST #3 (b).
or morphing airfoils: Numerical analyses and development of a manufac-
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Fig. 18. TEST #2: strain vs. displacement response.
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ing is the actual weak point of the manufactured structures in ten-
sion, the bonding strength appears adequate to exploit almost the
whole in-plane compressive strength of the composite ligaments.
As far the compressive failure is concerned, the force vs. dis-
placement curve referred to TEST #2 in Fig. 13 indicates that failure
has been obtained at a displacement of almost 50 mm, corre-
sponding to about 30% of the cell dimension. Fig. 17 reports a se-
quence taken from TEST #2 showing the overall level of
contraction of the item obtained in the experiment. Failure has
been obtained, in this case, for excessive bending of the ligaments
in the two points evidenced in Fig. 17b. Fig. 17c shows one of the
constrained cylinder of the composite element, after the removal
from the test ﬁxture. The failure of the ligament and the absence
of visible damage in the bonding between the ligaments are appar-
ent. Fig. 18 shows strain signals recorded in TEST #2 by SG2, SG4,
SG5 and SG6. It can be observed that the gauges SG5 and SG6,
located on the tensile side of the failed ligaments have actually
experienced the highest strain levels among the recorded ones.
The failure of the ligaments have occurred in correspondence of
strain levels between 0.013 and 0.014, thus conﬁrming that the
limit of 0.009 set in Table 1 can be considered a reasonable and
conservative evaluation for the material strength. Overall, com-
pression appears less critical than tension as far as the cell strength
is concerned. The visual inspection of the cell have not providedFig. 17. TEST #2: deformation at 35 mm of displacement
Please cite this article in press as: Bettini P et al. Composite chiral structures f
turing process. Composites: Part B (2009), doi:10.1016/j.compositesb.2009.10.evidence of any damage in the adhesive ﬁlm, so that the weak
point of the structure can be reasonably considered the bending
strength of composite ligaments.
It may be concluded that the performed experiments point out
the highly non-linear response and two main possible failure(a), at failure (b) and compressive failure mode (c).
or morphing airfoils: Numerical analyses and development of a manufac-
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ARTICLE IN PRESSmodes of the composite chiral structures manufactured according
to the developed process: bending failure of the ligaments, typi-
cally originated by a compressive failure of the plies, and debond-
ing between ligaments. Both failure modes are triggered by
ligament bending. If bending act to wind the ligament onto the
node, ligament failure occurs, but when bending act in the opposite
direction, debonding can be triggered.5. Numerical approach for strength predictions
The possibility to numerically evaluate the non-linear response
as well as the strength levels of the presented chiral structures can
play a key role in the development of structures hosting composite
chiral cores. Basing on the results obtained in the experiments, the
bending levels experienced by the ligaments can be adopted as
failure indices of the composite structure. Such bending levels
could be evaluated by models developed at the structural scale,
like the ones presented in Section 2 of this work, under given load-
ing conditions. The possibility to numerically evaluate the strength
of simple components by means of a detailed non-linear model
would signiﬁcantly reduce the experimental activity required for
each design hypothesis. This section describes the development
of a numerical approach aimed at such evaluation. The approach
is ﬁrst presented considering the basic and theoretical aspects.
The tests performed to characterize the adhesive toughness are
subsequently presented. The numerical approach is ﬁrst applied
to model one of the test to calibrate some of the parameters of
the material model and to prove its effectiveness to represent the
debonding of the adhesive layers. Finally, the numerical analyses
of the tensile and compressive tests performed on the composite
chiral components are presented and discussed.Fig. 19. Modeling technique for bonded laminates (a) and bi-linear response
adopted in the cohesive material model (b).5.1. Basic aspects of the proposed approach
To set up the previously described multilevel approach, numer-
ical analyses performed at a reﬁned level should prove capable to
reliably model the response and the failure modes obtained in
the experiments. Particularly, the chosen approach should repre-
sent the geometrical non-linearity exhibited by the composite chi-
ral components, the stress levels experienced by plies in ligaments
as well as the onset and propagation of damage in the adhesive lay-
ers between the ligaments.
To accomplish such objective a modeling technique based on the
adoption of continuum shells connected by cohesive elements has
been assessed and employed in non-linear quasi-static analyses car-
riedout bymeansof theAbaqusExplicit code. In the chosenmodeling
approach, ligaments are modeled by 8-nodes continuum shell ele-
ments available in Abaqus, which implement conventional shell
behavior but allow a direct discretisation of the surface of the lami-
nates [16]. Such surfaces are connected by cohesive elements to rep-
resent the adhesive layers in the manufactured cells. Cohesive
elements allows modeling the onset and propagation of damage at
interfaces and have been already adopted to model interlaminar lay-
ers aswell asbonded joints in composite structural elements [17–21].
Cohesive elements are often employed to model the behavior of
idealized zero-thickness interfaces by means of traction–displace-
ment laws. Such laws include a non-linear behavior, typically for-
mulated by means of a continuum damage mechanics approach,
suitable to model the strength as well as the toughness of the
interfaces [17]. Toughness is modeled by controlling the energy re-
quired to completely degrade the interface in a non-linear analysis.
In this work, as structural adhesive ﬁlms have a not negligible
thickness, they have not been modeled by means of a zero-thick-
ness cohesive elements. Solid elements with reduced integration
scheme (elements C3D8R [16]) have been employed and a cohesivePlease cite this article in press as: Bettini P et al. Composite chiral structures f
turing process. Composites: Part B (2009), doi:10.1016/j.compositesb.2009.10.law has been implemented in a user deﬁned VUMAT subroutine to
model their response.
Such elements connect the adjacent surfaces of two continuum
shells, as shown in Fig. 19. The passages required to adapt the trac-
tion–displacement laws employed in cohesive elements into a
stress–strain material model for solid elements are hereby brieﬂy
outlined. According to the adopted modeling technique, cohesive
fracture processes within the adhesive layer is described by means
of the relative displacement D = S+  S between the mid-point
adjacent surfaces of the ligaments, sketched in Fig. 19a. A relative
displacement in direction z represents a fracture evolving in axial
mode (mode I). The other components represent fractures evolving
in shear modes, namely mode II or mode III. Such description of the
fracture process is fundamental to model the toughness of the
adhesive layer by means of links between the non-linear material
model attributed to the cohesive elements and the critical energy
release rates in the different fracture modes, GIC, GIIC and GIIIC.
Within the small strain assumption, the vector D can be ex-
pressed in terms of the average values of the out-of-plane strains
acting in the material volume between the sublaminates. Such
relation can be expressed as in Eq. (2), where th is the thickness
of the adhesive layer.
feg ¼ fezz cxz cyzgT
feg ¼ fDg=th
ð2Þ
When adjacent surfaces connected by a cohesive element move,
a connection element, which is represented by a 8-noded brick
with a reduced integration scheme, will experience the average
strain state expressed in Eq. (2). If the in-plane response of the
adhesive is neglected, the response of the solid element can be lim-
ited to the out-of-plane components, as in Eq. (3), where a scalar
damage variable, d, is introduced to model material non-linearities.or morphing airfoils: Numerical analyses and development of a manufac-
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Fig. 20. R–a curve evaluated by DCB test results on AF-163-2K adhesive.
























On the basis of Eqs. (2) and (3), it is possible to formulate the
aforementioned links between the non-linear material model and
the critical energy release rates, which are reported in Eq. (4).
R1
0 rzz dDI ¼ th
R1
0 rzz dezz ¼ GI CR1
0 rxz dDII ¼ th
R1
0 rxz dcxz ¼ GII CR1
0 ryz dDIII ¼ th
R1
0 ryz dcyz ¼ GIII IC
ð4Þ
Eq. (4) states that the energy absorbed by the solid cohesive ele-
ment during a deformation process must be limited. Moreover,
such energy must correspond to the energy required to create a
new free surface once that the element is completely degraded
and the fracture process concluded.
The evolution of damage in the constitutive response that is
reported in Eq. (3) must lead to a response that fulﬁls the linksFig. 21. DCB test (a) and numerical model (
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processes. The laws of damage evolution that are employed in this
work are adapted from the ones devised in [17] for zero-thickness
cohesive elements, which are based on bi-linear traction–displace-
ment laws. In the material model, the parameters relevant to pro-
cesses evolving in mode II and mode III are considered identical.
Fig. 19b reports the chosen bi-linear approach that models the
two basic fracture opening modes: the axial mode, driven by a rI
equivalent stress component, and the shear mode, driven by a rII
equivalent stress component, with rII ¼ ðrxzÞ2 þ ðryzÞ2
h i1=2
.
The material model takes also into account the fundamentally
different response of the interface to axial tension and compres-
sion. In fact, the equivalent stress driving damage in a mode-I frac-
ture process, rI, turns out to be rzz if rzz > 0, but it is set to zero if
rzz 6 0. Moreover, the scalar damage variable introduced in Eq. (3)
does never affect the material stiffness Ezz if rzz 6 0. Such behavior
avoids the interpenetration of two adjacent surfaces even if the
interfacial layer is completely degraded in the other directions.
Mixed modes I–II processes are addressed by means of quadratic
strength and toughness criteria as described in detail in [17].
The adopted law does not take into consideration the peculiar
behavior of ductile adhesive in cohesive fracture mode I processes.
According to [18] such behavior can be described by means of a
cohesive zone approach, but it is better represented by adopting
a trapezoidal rather than a bi-linear response. The adopted law will
be applied to model one of the test performed to characterize the
adhesive toughness to show that it can be considered adequate
to approximately model ligament debonding.
The choice of the explicit time integration scheme for the ap-
proach allows better handling with contact conditions and it is
inherently capable to model sudden failures, characterized by
unstable propagation of damages in the layers modeled by cohe-
sive elements. However, the required computational times are
noticeably increased with respect to implicit analyses [20].
5.2. Characterization of adhesive toughness
The cohesive material model of the adhesive layers requires the
knowledge of the adhesive toughness in the axial and shearb) for the characterization of adhesive.
or morphing airfoils: Numerical analyses and development of a manufac-
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Table 2
Material parameters of adhesive layers in numerical analyses.
1st analysis 2nd analysis
Ezz 2.0 GPa 2.0 GPa
Gxz = Gxz 0.75 GPa 0.75 GPa
rI0 30 MPa 30 MPa
rII0 50 MPa 50 MPa
GIC 0.45 kJ/m2 0.60 kJ/m2
GIIC 0.67 kJ/m2 0.67 kJ/m2
Fig. 22. Numerical–experimental correlation of DCB test.
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ARTICLE IN PRESSfracture mode. Considering the tests performed on the chiral
composite elements, the fracture process experienced by the adhe-
sive in correspondence of tensile failure essentially occurred in
mode I. The DCB (Double Cantilever Beam) test has been adopted
as in [18] to evaluate GIC in a bonded joint using the same adhesiveFig. 23. Numerical model of the c
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ization of adhesive toughness, ENF (End Notched Flexure) tests
[22] have also been carried on the bonded joints.
Specimens have been manufactured by bonding two laminates
with a [0]40 lay-up. The pre-cured laminates have been bonded by
introducing a ﬁlm of AF-163-2K adhesive, with the exclusion of a
pre-cracked zone that has also been protected by a PTFE ﬁlm.
The bonded specimens have been cut to obtain eight
200 mm  25 mm specimens with a [0]40[AF-163-2K] [0]40 lay-
up and an average thickness of 7.8 mm.
DCB test have been performed on four of themanufactured spec-
imens. Pre-opening tests have been carried out in agreement with
ASTM standard [23]. The four specimens have been subsequently
subjected to a series of DCB opening tests, consisting of loading
and unloading cycles. The crack advance has been monitored by
means of dye penetrant techniques at the end of each cycle.
Fig. 20 presents the R–a curve obtained in the tests by adopting
a classic Beam Theory (BT) and the more reliable data reduction
schemes suggested in [23] and also applied in [18] for ductile
epoxy adhesive, namely Modiﬁed Beam Theory (MBT), Compliance
Calibration (CC) and Modiﬁed Compliance Calibration (MCC). A
critical energy release rate GIC bounded between 0.45 kJ/m2 amd
0.60 kJ/m2 has been evaluated from the experiments.
Four ENF tests have been carried out on the bonded specimens,
after the pre-opening tests. The application of Beam Theory [22] to
the ENF test data gave an average value GIIC of 0.670 kJ/m2.
5.3. Application of the numerical approach to DCB specimens
Amodel of a DCB test has been developed and solved using Aba-
qus Explicit according to the previously presented numerical ap-
proach. Fig. 21 shows one of the performed DCB tests that
started with an initial crack length of 46.4 mm and consisted of
two loading–unloading phases, the ﬁrst one until to a crack length
of 69.4 mm and the second one until a ﬁnal crack length of
119.6 mm.hiral composite component.
or morphing airfoils: Numerical analyses and development of a manufac-
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Fig. 24. Numerical–experimental correlation of the force vs. displacement
responses for the chiral components.
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sublaminates, represented by the continuum shells, connected by
the cohesive elements. An element size of 1.2 mm is adopted on
the horizontal plane. Carbon fabric plies are characterized as an
orthotropic elastic material with the characteristics reported in Ta-
ble 1. Two analyses are hereby presented corresponding to two dif-
ferent choices of GIC. The material parameters adopted in the two
analyses for the cohesive material model are given in Table 2.
The identiﬁcation of the rI0 strength level (30 MPa) derives fromFig. 25. Results of tensile numerical analysis: contour of damage (a) and of longitudin
debonding of ligaments (c, d).
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the numerical model of the chiral component, which will be pre-
sented in the following paragraph. The rII0 strength level has been
set to a conservative value (50 MPa).
Boundary conditions are applied to two nodes belonging to rigid
bodies that are connected to the surfaces of the modeled specimen.
The contour presented in Fig. 21b is referred to damage in the
cohesive element.
Fig. 22 presents the obtained numerical–experimental correla-
tion. The onset of crack propagation, corresponding to the load
peak, is well captured by the numerical analysis with
GIC = 0.45 kJ/m2. Increasing the toughness level to 0.60 kJ/m2 al-
lows a better correlation for large crack lengths, although the load
corresponding to the initial propagation turns out to be overesti-
mated. Such discrepancies are related to differences between the
modeled bi-linear course and the actual response of the ductile
adhesive layers. Overall, it can be observed that the behavior of
the adhesive layer undergoing a mode I cohesive fracture process
is qualitatively well represented and that the model calibrated
according to GIC = 0.45 kJ/m2 represents a reasonably conservative
choice to predict the load required to propagate a mode-I fracture
within the adhesive layer.
5.4. Reﬁned model of the chiral composite element
Amodel of the chiral components which have been presented at
Sections 3 and 4 has been developed considering half of the out-of-
plane depth (25 mm) and applying symmetry constraints. The
model is presented in Fig. 23. All ligaments are modeled by contin-
uum shell elements with a [0]5 lay-up of CC90/ET443 SEAL carbonal strain (b) at maximum tensile load, contour of damage during the progressive
or morphing airfoils: Numerical analyses and development of a manufac-
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varies from 1.2 mm to 2 mm. Adhesive layers with a thickness of
0.1 mm are represented by cohesive elements characterized by
the previously calibrated material model. Two analytical cylindri-
cal surfaces model the constraints applied in the experiments
and a contact interaction has been set between such rigid surfaces
and the inner surfaces of the ligaments.
Material models are calibrated using GIC = 0.45 kJ/m2. The other
properties have been set according to the values reported in Tables
1 and 2. A tensile and a compressive analysis have been performed
by imposing proper velocity boundary conditions to themoving cyl-
inder. Different analyses have also been performed to identify the
interlaminar strengthrI0, but for the sake of brevity, only the results
obtainedwith the ﬁnal set ofmaterial parameterswill be presented.
The numerical force vs. displacement response, reported in
Fig. 24 for the tensile as well as the compressive analyses is in good
agreement with the experimental data.
As far as the tensile behavior is concerned, non-linearity in elas-
tic range is well represented and the maximum load corresponds
to the load levels recorded in TEST #3. Fig. 25a is taken in corre-
spondence of maximum load. It can be observed that the overall
deformed shape is in agreement with the experimental evidenceFig. 26. Numerical deformed shape of the chiral component during the compressive
displacement (b).
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mum load as well and presents the contour of the longitudinal
strain along the ligaments close to one of the constrained nodes.
The contour indicates that minimum strains in the range 0.011
 0.009 are reached on the compressed sides of the ligaments.
Such results are in agreement with the strain gauge measures ac-
quired during the tests and presented in Fig. 16. During the numer-
ical analysis, at the maximum load, damage develops in the
adhesive layers between the ligaments in correspondence of the
constraints. Fig. 25c and d refer to the contour of damage in the
adhesive layer during such post-failure phase. It can be concluded
that the numerical load plateau exhibited by the numerical re-
sponse reported in Fig. 24 corresponds to the progressive debond-
ing of ligaments, as in TEST #3. Fig. 25c also indicates that damage
develops only at the constrained nodes of the component and the
comparison with Fig. 14d shows that structure overall deformed
shape during the debonding of ligaments is well represented by
the numerical model. Comparison between Figs. 15 and 24d also
conﬁrms that the numerical model can adequately describe the
debonding mechanism during the tensile failure mode.
The numerical–experimental correlation of force vs. displace-
ment response in the compressive analysis is reported in Fig. 24.analysis (a) and at 40 mm of displacement (b), contour of exx strain at 40 mm of
or morphing airfoils: Numerical analyses and development of a manufac-
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20 mm. Thereafter, the numerical model turns out to be slightly
stiffer than the component. Fig. 26a and b report the numerical de-
formed shapes obtained in the compressive analysis. Such ﬁgures
can be compared with Fig. 17a and b. The contour of the numerical
strains on the ligaments at about 40 mm of displacement, almost
the end of the analyses, is reported in Fig. 26c. It indicates that
strains of 0.014 are reached in the zone of maximum bending.
Such contour is in agreement with the experimental evidence as
far as the location of the critical points for ligament failure is con-
cerned (see Fig. 17b and c). Strain levels during bending are also in
good correlation with the acquired strain gauge signals reported in
Fig. 18.
Hence, the developed numerical approach seems capable to
model the response in the elastic range of the composite chiral
component, as well as to predict the failure mode and the maxi-
mum loads carried by the structure.
6. Conclusions
The paper investigates the properties of a chiral honeycomb and
proposes a manufacturing process using composite materials. The
considered conﬁguration ﬁnds potential application as part of a
morphing airfoil, as described in the ﬁrst part of the paper. Specif-
ically, long ﬁbers reinforced polymers can be exploited to enhance
the morphing capability of chiral structural topologies. The techno-
logical process developed in the second part of this study repre-
sents a feasible and easy solution to experimentally investigate
the properties of the considered class of composite honeycombs
with non-conventional geometric characteristics. As far as the
mechanical properties of the manufactured chiral components
are concerned, the manufacturing approach has been applied in
this paper with good results. The separate production of ligaments
and their subsequent bonding allow producing elements that can
work almost completely exploiting the in-plane strength of the
composite plies adopted in this work.
Experimental results conﬁrm the appealing properties of chiral
honeycombs and illustrate their possible failure modes as well as
their highly non-linear response resulting from geometrical effects
at large displacements. Experiments considered an homogeneous
lay-up of carbon fabric plies, but the adoption of other stack-up se-
quences, made of glass- or carbon-reinforced plies, can potentially
improve the morphing performances of the structure in terms of
maximum allowable displacement before the activation of failure
mechanisms. Tests are also interpreted through a numerical ap-
proach characterized by the application of cohesive elements that
model failure in the adhesive ﬁlm. The approach accurately models
the response and the failure of the tested elements, so that it could
be adopted to identify the strength level of a composite chiral
structure once the geometrical characteristics as well as the lay-
up sequence of the unit cells have been selected.
Overall, the presented numerical and technological activities
support the design and manufacture of chiral composite cores as
effective means to provide aircraft structures with morphing capa-
bilities. The developed approach and process allow the experimen-
tal and numerical investigation of design solutions for the skins and
constraints of the chiral core, and the exploration of potential appli-
cation of composite chiral structures in other engineering ﬁelds.Please cite this article in press as: Bettini P et al. Composite chiral structures f
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